
Directions to The Villa (from Heraklion)
                   
Abbreviations:  

RHS = Right Hand Side 

LHS = Left Hand Side 

DRIVE ON THE RIGHT 

As you leave the airport you come to a main junction with traffic lights. Depending upon 
where you picked up your rental car, you will either have the airport building behind you or on 
your left hand side (LHS).  

If the airport building is behind you: stop at the lights and go straight over the junction 
following the sign Rethymnon 80”. 

If the airport building in on your left hand side: stop at the lights and turn right following the 
sign for “Rethymnon”. 

You are now on a road for the National Highway with the airport building behind you. After 
300m you will see a sign on the RHS for “Agios Nikolaos 61, Iraklio 4  200m”, where you 
need to get into the right hand lane as you will be shortly be turning right for Iraklio. 150m 
further there is a group of signs that include a brown sign for “Knossos Antiquities” and a 
green sign for “Rethymno 80”. 50m later you turn sharply right (before you reach the bridge) 
and you go up the slip road for the National Highway. After 100m on the slip road there is a 
“STOP” sign. Stop, look over your left shoulder, and then merge onto the highway.  

You are now going to continue along the National Highway for approximately 107km, passing 
both Iraklio (Heraklion) and Rethymnon, until you reach the exit for “Georgioupolis, Vryses, 
Vamos”.  After 103km on the highway you will see a small exit on the RHS (at the end of a 
long straight stretch of road) for “Georgioupolis, Kalamitisi, Exopoli, Kournas’. Pass this exit 
and the buildings on either side of the highway will stop and the surroundings become much 
greener. Go along the highway for approximately 4km after this exit and turn off to the right at 
the exit signed “Georgioupolis 4,  Vrisses 2,  Vamos 10”.  Immediately after exiting the 
National Highway you come to a T-junction where you will stop and then turn left following the 
sign for “Vrisses / Sfakia”.  After 200m you go under a bridge (the highway) and bear to the 
right, and then continue along this road for 1.9km until you come to a T-junction in the centre 
of Vrisses which has a war memorial on the far side. At this T-junction turn right (you do have 
right of way) and go over the bridge. 

Continue through the village for 1.55km until you see a sign on the RHS for “Βαμος 4” and 
then 50m later, a turning on the RHS with a sign  “Chania 31’and  a brown sign “Monastery 
of Ag. Georgios in Karydi of Apokoronas”. Turn right here and go under the bridge. Continue 
winding your way up this road for 2.85km until you come to a fork in the road where you bear 
left following the sign for “Vamos 2”. You are now going to follow this road for 7.45km, going 
through the villages of Vamos and Tsivaras. After 7.45km you will see a large blue sign on the 
RHS for “Chania 19, Kalyves 1” (straight on) and “Kokkino Chorio 7, Plaka 5, Almyrida 
3” (pointing to the right). Go very slowly around the next sharp corner and 50m after the large 
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sign, turn sharply to the right (on the far side of this turning there is a large Perspex sign for 
“Myridakis Construction,  Local Homes”).   

Slowly follow this road for Almyrida as it has some sharp corners in places. (On your left 
along this road you will see tracks turning off to Kera Cove).  After 2.7km you will enter the 
village of Almyrida .Continue into the village for 400m, passing some tavernas, until you come 
to a junction with a kiosk on the LHS and a large yellow sign on the LHS that says “RADIO 
TAXI”.  At this junction follow the road around to the right, passing a sign on the opposite side 
of the junction for “Gavalochori 4,  Kokkino Chorio 4,  Plaka 2).  100m later, just opposite the 
“Village Market” on the RHS, there is the first turning on the left with a sign “Gavalochori 
4” (straight on) and “Kokkino Chorio 4,  Plaka 2” (to the left).  Turn left and after 50m you will 
see a Pharmacy on the RHS and then you will go over a small bridge. Continue on this road 
for 1.1km and you will wind uphill into the village of Plaka and pass the Sunset Taverna on the 
LHS . Bear right after the Sunset Taverna and after 300m you come to the main square at 
Plaka. Go straight across the square keeping to the right. 

Just after you have crossed the square you will reach a junction with a turning on the RHS 
signed “Kokkino Chorio , Kampia”. Turn right here, immediately passing the graveyard on the 
LHS and go up this winding road for 1.25km until you come to a T-junction. Turn left at this T-
junction following the sign for “Kefalas 6,  Drapanos 3,  Kokkino Chorio 1”. Continue on this 
road for 1.1km (staying left at the junction after 850m, and passing a graveyard after 900m) 
until you come to a triangular shaped island in the middle of the road with a sign” ΚΟΚΚΙΝΟ 
ΧΟΡΙΟ, ΚΑΛΟΣ ΗΛΘΑΤΕ” which means “Welcome to Kokkino Horio”. Take the left hand side 
of this triangular island (but bear in mind that this is still a 2-way street) and you will 
immediately see the village taverna on the LHS and the church on the RHS.  

Turn left here and there is a small road which you take. After 400m on this small road you will 
come to a large yellow villa set back from the road on the LHS, and then 75m further you will 
see a large white villa with red roof tiles set above the road on the LHS, behind a natural 
stone wall. Here, the road divides, and you need to take the track on the RHS, heading 
downhill. You can now see through the olive groves on the right the two villas at Craftsman's 
Pride (if it’s light!). 

Continue down this track for approx. 400m, (DO NOT TURN OFF), past the two villas at the 
end, down the quite steep slope, and round the hairpin bend and keep right, over the 
‘hump’. Follow the track and you will come to two stone-built properties. Our villa is the 
second of the two, through the sliding gate ahead of you. Park either on the flat area 
straight ahead, or in front of the pool. 

The keys will be found in the key safe in the outdoor kitchen.  

Please remember to keep the gates closed at all times - goats eat everything! 

Thank you. 

"
ENJOY YOUR STAY! 
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